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Part time Foundation Exploratory Year  

Diploma Art and Design level 2 

 

Drawing is a fundamental starting point for all courses in art and design. In many ways it 

is the beginning, but to a certain extent it is the continuum that runs through an artists 

or designers career. One of the reasons why it is so important is that it is probably the 

most intimate of activities. Drawings reveal the mind of the individual at work, their 

thoughts, feelings ideas etc. 

 

There are many different approaches to drawing, many different media, materials and 

techniques and as you will discover on the course, drawing is not just an activity carried 

out with pencil and paper. 

 

Your Holiday Assignment is in two parts. 

 

Part One: Practical “one thing a day” 
Buy a packet of ‘post it notes’ Try to make at least one drawing everyday using a broad 

range of media. 

Consider using felt tips, biro, charcoal, collage, paint, coloured pencils, oil pastels. 

 

Choose one of the following as a possible starting point: 

 The contents of either, your wardrobe, a chest of drawers or a cupboard. 

 Your reflection within a room. 

 Views through doorways and apertures 

 The selfie 

 The view out of you window 

 A Journey 

 

Think about the way that each drawing might relate to the next, is one object next to 

another in your house does it have the same kind of shape? Does every object start 

with the same letter? You might use these subjects as a useful starting point or devise 

your own subject, but with all the drawings, work from something three-dimensional, do 

not copy images from photographs. 

 
Time based photography 

Choose a simple subject, this could be anything from the list above or something new.  



Take a photograph of it everyday.  It might be the first thing you see when you wake up. 

The morning sky, your walk to work, anything you like, but think how each photograph 

differs each day 

 

Part Two: Create a map of modernism!  
 

Gather information on the general art movements of the 20thC: and find two or three 

images form each movement.  Make a visual map of modernism in your sketchbook 

 

Realism,  

impressionism  

post impressionism  

fauvism 

expressionism 

cubism  

futurism  

dada  

surrealism  

abstract expressionism  

 

minimalism  

conceptual art 

 

 

The following books are useful too: 

 
 “Experimental Drawing” Kaupelis. 

“Drawing Seeing and Observation”, Ian Simpson. 

“Drawing on the right side of the brain” Betty Edwards 

“Drawing and Painting the Nude, a course of 50 lessons” Philip Tyler 

“Drawing and Painting the landscape, a course of 50 lessons” Philip Tyler 

 “Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing” Emma Dexter 

“Vitamin Ph: New Perspectives in Photography” Alonso, Boutoux, Brielmaier 

 
 

Bring your ‘post it note drawings’ in on the first day (24.9.18) as well as 

additional post it notes, an A3 hard backed sketchbook, a  roll of black 

insulation tape, a scalpel with blade or scissors and a camera  

 

 

AND: Create a pinterest page for 

yourself. 
Look up my Pinterest site Philip1227, as it will have many of the artist and designers that 

will be referred to in projects. Create a series of Boards to help you categorize the 

work. 

 

Later these can be printed off and integrated into your sketchbook. 

 

 

  


